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ABSTRACT 
Eny Kusumawati, A Character Study of 
Husband in Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The 
Hester 
Scarlet 
S-1 thesis. Unika Widva Mandala, Surabaya, 1998. 
Cll Drs. Antonius Gurito. 
Prynne's 
Letter". 
Advisor: 
~ev words: Character and Characterization, The Leech, 
Revenge, and Absolution. 
The main function of literature is for understanding 
and communication, i.e., to find meaning in the world and 
to express it and share it with others. One form of liter-
ature is fiction, as The Scarlet Letter comes under the 
form of the story, as "a made-up story", ~Jhich sometimes 
shows a close relation between fact and fiction. Etymolog-
ically both are derivatives of Latin words which have the 
sarne meaning: 11 fact" comes from 11 facere" mec.ns "to makell 
or- "do;', "fiction" comes from "finger-e" means "to make" or 
"shape". "Fact" is associated with "realit/" and "tr-uth", 
"-fiction," is consorted with "unrealit··;" .:tnd "falsehood." 
Thus, fiction itself has a r-eal existence, and the 
reader·s exper-ience of fiction is unr-eal, though it has 
some resemblance to life. 
The wr-iter thus has chosen a novel for her- analysis 
due to one valid end, that is to prepare herself for- her-
part in the literary exper-ience of Nathaniel Hawthorne to 
the enr-ichment of life. The choice fall~ on the author-
Nathaniel HiH->Jthor-ne, I'Jho called The Scarlet Letter "not a 
novel but a romance" through which he ';trJishe·s to claim a 
certain latitude, in other- wor-ds, to r-aise beyond the grim 
and strict reality of the Puritanic world of Salem as the 
setting of The Scarl~t Letter-. 
The author·s use of language has succeeded in enrich-
ing the writer in under-standing the exper-iences of Hester-
Prynne, Arthur Dimmesdale, Pear-l, and Roger Chillingworth 
in the world of the New England Pur-itans of Boston with 
their Puritanic characters of self-sacrifice, persistency, 
honesty and unswerving loyalty lead to their- intolerance 
of others. Their belief in man·s nature of sinfulness such 
as murder. r-obbery, adultery should be "purified" without 
compassion, for-giveness and be punished for the whole 
i \/ 
life. for instance. to wear a letter on his or her cloth-
ing which identified his or her crime. as in the case of 
Hester the letter "P•" "for "Adultery". 
The religious enthusiasm of the Puritans with their 
strict enforcement of the laws set forth in the Bible has 
caused the sinners (Hester and Arthur Dimmesdale) and the 
fruit of their sin (Pearl) and the revengeful husband 
!Roger Chillingworthl to undergo severe physical as well 
as mental sufferings through their life. Each character is 
equipped by the author with clear portrayal of their 
characterization, showing their development in achieving 
their goals. They become fully developed and a different 
character at the end of the story. 
The writer is of the opinion that choosing this novel 
as her data source for thesis analysis is a reasonable way 
to bring out a light on the understanding of how Chilling-
worth, as Hester Prynne's husband, called "the leecll", 
carries out revenge on Dimmesdale, as Hester's lover, and 
how Dimmesdale obtains absolution as revealed in the 
stor-y. 
The problems for her analysis are: 
(1) How Roger Chillingworth's character is, (2) Why 
and how Roger Chillingworth carries out revenge, (3) 
Why Roger is called "the leech",and, (4) How Arthur 
Dimmesdale obtains absolution. 
The research design is a qualitative research stress-
es on phenomenological model, and it emphasizes on the 
understanding and meaning through verbal narratives and 
observations. It is also a descriptive study which simply 
describes or documents a phenomenon being studied. In this 
study the writer deals with the description of the charac-
ters in relation with other characters of the novel, ''The 
Scarlet Letter" !flritten b'f Nathaniel Hawthorne as the 
source of data. 
In collecting and analyzing of the data on the 
characters, revenge and absolution, the writer takes the 
following steps: first, identifying and describing Roger 
Chillinqworth's character; second, describing how he 
carries out revenge on Arthur Dimmesdale; third, Roger 
Chillingworth's scheme of revenge by becoming "the leech"; 
and, fourth, the character Arthur Dimmesdale obtains the 
absolution he is seeking for. In describing both the 
revenge and absolution, the writer tries to describe the 
origin, the development, and the solution by tracing down 
the characters' speech, actions, intentions in the inter-
actions with other characters in the novel. 
The findinos of the analysis are as follows: 
First, Roger Chillingworth's mental wickedness of 
cnaracter, his physical deficiences, his intelligence and 
his experience in the art of medicine are some of the 
factors that support his carrying out the revenoe. As 
Hester's legal husband, Roger has the rights to claim her 
faithfulness and love as well as the responsibilities on 
her adultery and infidelity in her relation with Arthur 
Dimmesdale. 
Second, in carrying out the revenge on Arthur Dimmes-
dale, Hester's lover, Roger has made use of his intelli-
gence and experience in the medical art as an effective 
means to play the role of physician. Hester' personality 
of strong promise in keeping her husband's identity is 
also an influential factor for Roger's revenge. Her plea 
that Roger would stop his revenge on Arthur has been 
rejected since Roger is evil by character which will never 
deserve her love. 
Third, his scheme of revenge has worked perfectly 
well without anybody's noticing his illwill and evil plan 
by slowly putting Arthur under mental and physical stress 
and sufferings. F:oger deser,·es. to be called "the leech" as 
he becomes Arthur's physical physician and mental killer 
at the same time. 
Fourth, the minister Arthur Dimmesdale who has vowed 
celibacy has broken the vow and committed a deadly sin 
with the consequences of executing penance and obtaining 
absolution. Besides his physical advantages and youth and 
his mental weakness of cowardice and seclusion, as well as 
his intelligence and professional role among his parish-
ioners and community, Hester's herself plays an important 
part in their sin. Her strong determination of character, 
youth and beauty and sure love to Arthur, and also her her 
strong personality in bearing the burder of the scarlet 
letter A, her determination to keep her lover's identity, 
are supporting factors for helping Arthur to free himself 
from his guilt. Hester's revealing of Roger's real identi-
ty and revenge plan has put Arthur under unbearable stress 
and has become an effective factor for Arthur in obtaining 
absolution. 
The writer suggests that whenever man has violated 
his vow and broken the rules of life, he has to use his 
sound mind. Man has been granted with the mind that he can 
use it in 
to take 
pas.sions 
has 
human 
order to reason and to judge the actions he 
as in both contradictory phenomena of 
which should be treated reasonably and wisely. 
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Rationality should be able to suppress the burnino emo-
tions of the evil feelings in man's heart and to free 
himself from the guilt he has committed through pathways 
of wisdom and love. 
Hopefully, the thesis will be of any good to contrib-
ute to students' character building, which may help them 
to suppress hatred and revenge and to avoid unnecessary 
absolution and especially to cultivate love and loyalty in 
a pure relationship in life. 
~uraoava. 1 December 1998 
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